Words Within Words

How many words can you make from the letters in the phrases below?
Do not use letters more often than they appear in the phrases. Each word you find must be at least two letters long. See if you can find at least 20 words for each of the phrases.

I. Classroom teacher
   Example: heart
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________

II. English students
   Example: slide
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________

III. Language homework
   Example: moon
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________
   ___________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________

Answers on page 33
Answers
Words Within Words

I. Classroom Teacher

- Inn, more, moon, book, knee, needle, love, now
- Bean, gain, air, ear, eye, gate, need
- Bean, heat, these, weak, thin, hour, hang
- Age, true, house, name, me, wet

II. Language Homework

- Life, in, on, the, let
- Dead, is, sing, thing, tinge, slight, slight
- Beam, steel, lean, grain, drift, drift, get
- End, send, learn, dear, gate, less

III. English Students

- Clear, tear, tear, case, heart
- Bean, melt, melt, melt, melt, canoe, hear, beer
- Inn, beam, beam, drain, beam, cane, moon
- Inn, beam, beam, cane, moon, beam, cane
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